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Let, the river flow, 

May the direction be wrong. 

Let the stones be bombarded into, 

May the river break down. 

Let the fascination of evil fulfil, 

May the river meet her dead end 

The endless possibilities are not eternal, 

Cause a serene ocean is waiting by 

Stands with arms open  

To welcome frantic river 

Just like the tender heart of a godly mother. 
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“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s true character, give him 

power”. These were the wise and thought provoking words spoken by the fourteenth 

president of the U.S, Abraham Lincoln. 

                  

   These words tell us that the same man has different attitudes in a distressful and prosperous 

situation. When a man is suffering from adversity, he accepts the brutal truth and pain of life. 

He then realizes the true mortality of a being. Nearly all men can stand to this. But when a 

person is toxicated with the sense of power and personality, he in a way becomes blindfolded 

by power, money, prosperity and attributes of self-importance. He joins the self-destructive 

battle of self-importance and self-value. He forgets the mortality and allows the deadly 

monster of tereny inside him, that shall one day finish him over. He assumes that he is 

superior to all, for he has power which according to him is the greatest possession one can 

ever dream of. This causes elevation of ego when he is at the apex of his life. He reveals his 

true colors in his behavior during his phase of success.  



He might even forget the people who had once suffered to benefit him, because he now has 

all the luxuries he had ever desired of. This may reveal, quite surprisingly, that whom we 

thought of a noble and humble man, turns out to be a tyrant when achieved success. Power 

corrupts many. But on the brighter side even power fails to have an effect on a person with 

noble motives and intentions. Because even though he has power, he shall not misuse it like 

any other tyrant. He shall always be applauded and respected whole-heartedly. 

   Even though the president said it over a century ago it is no less true, than it was when he 

first made the statement. In the present we can see how a man entrusted with the duty to 

serve as leader over fellow countrymen, turns dictator overnight. We shall never forget that, 

“Pride goeth before a fall”. A man is respected solely because of his character and not for his 

wealth or possessions. People shall forever be more welcoming to a poor noble rather to a 

rich tyrant.                    

                            Perfectly, Imperfect Nature 
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As the frozen winter confirms the death, 

By freezing the brown barks. 

Turning nature into colorless and youth less, 

No longer lively currents reached the shore 

For all have been frozed by the evil winter 

The happiness in the surrounding ceased. 



Soon the warm sun rose  

Melting the hearts 

Posing a beautiful spring 

With leaves pink and green 

Walking through the pretty trail 

Saria exclaimed “How I wished the bloody winter never came” 

The witty palms then whispered “Then none of the leaves shall trade to pink and green again 

Saria laughed on her self-realizing how foolish her words were…. 
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Mother is the most precious stone, 

anyone can ever possess. 

She has a pleasant attitude, 

which is as pleasant as roses. 

Everyone loves their mother, me too. 



But how much she loves me, 

can be calculated by multiplying my love into two. 

She helps me in all my work, 

and I help her too. 

But how much she helps me, 

can be calculated by multiplying my help into two. 
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Those pragmatic roads went far ahead, 

But the mind was left behind. 

The body gets dragged away 

But the free soul was left behind 

The glittery charm with me 

Had eroded on those roads 

Freedom soon flew away 

As helplessness had settled 

“Shall I Walk back 

Such thoughts deprived 

Because destiny had already arrived” 


